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Juliet Harper was once newly widowed while she retired from her activity after thirty years. The
timing for the retirement used to be planned, the widowhood was once not. A apartment in
Florida looked like a good suggestion for her new lifetime of leisure, Juliet yet by no means in
her wildest imaginings did she anticipate to fall in love! Ned got here into her lifestyles with a
bang, literally! He was once having an uncongenial cellular phone dialog with one in all his exwives, and Juliet was once preoccupied with the hot information that her discount rates weren't
going to be enough for her expected lifestyle. They crashed into one another in a hallway and
received off to a nasty begin while a spilled drink ruined Juliet's clothes. issues worsened as this
scene was once repeated a few days later. Ned was once a very filthy rich guy and wasn't
within the behavior of apologizing to anyone, for anything. An apology used to be in reality
given, and a dinner helped to calm the water. Of course, Juliet by no means dreamed she may
settle for a call for participation to go to the man's domestic in Colorado! She was once beautiful
immediately laced and made it transparent that she needed to have her personal room and no
'funny business' will be tolerated. Ned agreed to that and was once nearly as good as his word.
What was once love, whatever neither Juliet nor Ned had ever identified before. Juliet's
marriage have been chilly and unsatisfying and Ned's 3 former better halves hadn't stirred him
up all that much, either. So it used to be that either events have been stunned to adventure
those new emotions as they approached the half-century mark. there has been a rocky patch
while Ned's monetary dealings along with his ex-wives prompted a rift yet he wasn't going to
enable that get within the method of his new happiness. Juliet wasn't so sure. She had
envisioned that his cash could come among them and it virtually did. grownup children, Juliet 5
of them altogether, are extra to the mix, a few with sturdy results, a few now not so good. either
Juliet and Ned had settled into their solitary lives and had pretty well authorised the likelihood of
being on my own for
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